CHRISTMAS TRAVEL TEST
For UK students travelling during the Student Travel Window (3–9 December)

BOOK YOUR TEST
Your college will provide details of when to book your test. In most cases you will book through the COVID-19: Early Alert Service (EAS) online. Please do not book a test until you are advised to.

TAKE TEST 1
Receive test 1 result within 30 minutes and log result on EAS

NEGATIVE

TAKE TEST 2
Receive test 2 result within 30 minutes and log result on EAS

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

TAKE EAS TEST
If you test positive in the Christmas Travel Test, you will need to self-isolate until you have booked a confirmatory test through the Testing for COVID-19: Early Alert Service (EAS) and received the result.

NEGATIVE

HOME
Return home as soon as possible (within 24 hours)

NEGATIVE

SELF-ISOLATE FOR 10 DAYS
From the date of your positive Christmas Travel Test. This must be done IN OXFORD. You must then inform your college, your household members and close contacts.

POSITIVE

SELF-ISOLATE FOR 14 DAYS
If during travel window in the UK, self-isolation can be carried out at home (adhering to relevant guidance)

NEGATIVE

HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS AND CLOSE CONTACTS TAKE CHRISTMAS TRAVEL TEST

POSITIVE

Follow Government guidance

WEAR A FACE COVERING

WASH YOUR HANDS

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE

To find out more please visit: ox.ac.uk/christmas-testing
If you are an international student, or taking a test outside the Travel Window, please refer to the website

Protect our community. Protect the vulnerable. Protect yourself.

Only take your test if you do not have any symptoms

If you develop any symptoms of coronavirus at any time, please self-isolate, and organise a test through the Testing for COVID-19: Early Alert Service (EAS)
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